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Flying Penguins Choreographed by Tom Dvorák Description: 32 count, 4 wall, beginner line dance Music: Flying by Nice Little Penguins Intro: 32 STEP FORWARD 2X, CHARLESTON, STEP LOCK STEP 1-2 Step right forward, step left forward 3-4 Touch right forward, step right back 5-6 Touch left back, step left forward 7&8 Step right forward, lock left, step right forward ROCK STEP, BACK LOCK STEP, 1 ¾ TURN RIGHT 1-2 Rock left forward, recover to right 3&4 Step left back, lock right over left, step left back 5-6 Turn ½ right, turn ½ right 7-8 Turn ½ right, turn ¼ right STEP FORWARD 2X, 1-2 Step 3&4 Step 5-6 Step 7&8 Step



RUMBA BOX, STEP BACK 2X, COASTER STEP right forward, step left forward right forward, step left together, step right side left back, step right back left back, step right together, step left forward



HEEL (PENGUINS) STEPPING, 2X STOMP UP, KICK 1-2 Step right heel to right diagonally, step left heel to left diagonally 3&4& Turn ¼ right and step right heel to right diagonally, step left heel to left diagonally, turn ¼ right and step right heel to right diagonally, step left heel to left diagonally 5-6 Step right heel to right diagonally, step left side diagonally 7&8 Stomp up right, stomp up right, kick REPEAT



Tom Dvorák | EMail: [email protected] | Website: http://www.tcslouisiana.cz Phone: +420 603 884 236 Print layout ©2005 - 2013 by Kickit. All rights reserved.



http://www.kickit.to/ld/List.html?PHPSESSID=0a6f15a0d7ad856c934b753470ca82af&rt=0&t=1&n=17942
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CopperKnob - Linedance Stepsheets - Riggin 

GRAPEVINE, STOMP, STEP SIDE, STOMP, ROCK BACK JUMP. 1-2. Step right to right, cross left behind right. 3-4. Step right to right, stomp up left beside right.
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CopperKnob - Linedance Stepsheets - Wonderland Waltz 

Step Left Â½ Turn, Back Basic. 1,2,3. Step forward left , Make Â¼ turn left step right next to left, Make Â¼ turn left step Left next to Right. 4,5,6. Step back Right, Step ...
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CopperKnob - Linedance Stepsheets - THE TRAIL 

If you miss the beginning, start with the lyrics. RIGHT TOE, HEEL, CROSS, HEEL, CROSS, HEEL, TOE, STEP. 1. Point right knee to left and touch toe in place. 2.
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Parade of the Penguins 

Percussion 4 & 5. Snare drum. Bass drum. Percussion 6 & 7. Guiro. Triangle q = 128 Bustling, with joy. A mf mf mp mp mp. X. M1. M2. T. Cab. Tamb. SB mf. B. 9.
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Flying with an EFIS 

The only trouble is that the thing you have just bolted in your panel is properly ... worth the name will have many functions that can't be found by just pressing buttons, so why let ... So while it remains very good advice to get airborne behind a .
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Flying flea designs 

the Wrights, Dr. George Spratt, continued developing the pivoting wing .... fix it. English authorities decided they would no longer issue flight permits for Fleas in ...
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19 Multi-engine Flying 

This chapter will be devoted to the issues that are unique to multi-engine aircraft, namely what to do if .... This will start out as a pure yaw; that is, it will change the direction the airplane is ... From the point of view of directional control,
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CopperKnob - Linedance Stepsheets - I'm Following ... - cop'ain country 

Section 1: Jazz Jump, Heel Lift, Kick-Ball-Cross, Side Rock, Recover, Sailor Step. & 1 & 2. Small Jump Forward on Right then Left feet slightly apart, Lift Heels, ...
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Fiche Technique What About Penguins 

Kick. Beta 52. Petit pied. 2. Snare sm57/E604. Petit pied. FX3/FX5. 3. Hi Hat. Type statique. Petit pied. 4. Tom Hight. E604. X. 5. Tom Bass. E604. X. 6. OH j.
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CopperKnob - Linedance Stepsheets - Stomp - golden eagle 

5 - 8 Repeat 1 â€“ 4 on opposite foot. S4: Step Back Diagonally Right, Step Left Next To Right, Twist Heels Right, Centre, Right,. Centre, Repeat. 1-2. Step Back ...
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CopperKnob - Linedance Stepsheets - Woman Amen - Gibson-cmd 

SWITCH STEPS, L SAILOR STEP, R SAILOR STEP. 1&2& Pointer D Ã  D, ramener D, toucher talon G devant, ramener G,. 3&4. Toucher talon D devant, ramener ...
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Flying Truck Engines - Size 

require major maintenance at a few hundred ..... $289." -core. 200.211 212 core $80.00 E*ch (Core Must be like! ... laskets. installation instructions include identifica- tion and .... rials m all available Quantities at the Lowest Prices. any order 
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Instrument Flying Handbook.indb 

This handbook is also available for download, in PDF format, from the Regulatory Support Division's ... Garmin Ltd. for providing flight system information and multiple display systems to include integrated flight, GPS and .... instrument flight time
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Instrument Flying Handbook.indb 

computers allow pilots to view airport approach and area charts electronically while ...... Aeronautical Information Manual (AIM) is the best source of terms and ...
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Flying Thingz - RCGroups 

Cut the flaperons free from the wing. 2. Laminate the two fuselage centerline support pieces together (3M 77 spray adhesive recommended). Then cut bevels on ...
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Thoughts on Test Flying 

THIS RESUME will be a different approach to test fly- ing. There are numerous books and many articles that have been written by learned, highly technical ...
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Flying Under Pressure 

ence and standard pressure lapse rate to tell us ... book. When temperature is below the standard 59Â°F (15Â°C), the atmos- ..... requisite data plate, and as such.
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Flying Qualities Requirements 

Requirements for Lateral Stability and Control ... to arrive at a design with satisfactory stability and con- ..... at a time when other production ships had adopted ...
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Flying Under Pressure - Size 

tle, the MAP gauge will tell us our approximate altitude. ... it's accurate. As we climb into the .... IFR, but altitude accuracy is impor- tant for VFR flyers, too.
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Flying flea designs 

his powered Icarus II. The ultralight era had ... to download from the EAA Sport Aviation page on the EAA website at .... There is no free lunch, however, and the ...
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Instrument Flying Handbook.indb 

indicator with the airplane's position to the natural horizon. Pitch attitude .... the standard three-inch instrument, small angles of bank can be difficult to detect by ...... The continuing growth of aviation places increasing demands on airspace.
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Flying Truck Engines 

require major maintenance at a few hundred ..... $289." -core. 200.211 212 core $80.00 E*ch (Core Must be like! ... laskets. installation instructions include identifica- tion and .... rials m all available Quantities at the Lowest Prices. any order 
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Test Pilot: Stick Force Flying 

Robust three-bladed propeller specifically ... ment caused by the engine/propeller and therefore .... Marina â€¢ Dive Shop â€¢ Boat rentals, Charters and Guides ...
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Penguins feel the heat - Yan Ropert-Coudert 

recorded continuously over a 37-day period inside seven nest ... Demography Unit (UCT), 2004). For more ... Fluctuations in nest temperature over time. 60. 55.
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